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Dear Marieta, Jeanine and Tarryn,
On behalf of Mundipharma team, I would like to THANK YOU for your INCREDIBLE job done for the
National Pain Symposium!
Your professionalism, calm and service orientated were really valued by the Drs. I now understand
your claim “You imagine it, we create it”.
Nothing was impossible and I admired your calm for all the requests that you received from
everyone.
This event has been a tremendous success and I can’t take the merit of the logistics for myself.
THANK YOU sooo much for all the effort and energy put behind… Your standard of perfectionism has
made this event such a success.
The feedback that we have received so far are very positive and I would like to share some with you:
· It was high quality, stimulating and informative.
· It was a privilege to be part of this symposium. Thank you for everything
·
Thank you for an exceptional event
·
Thanks so much again for an excellently run Pain conference. One of the best that I have
attended. It had all the ingredients of what we as doctors expect from a professionally run
conference. Well done to you and your team.
·
Mundi really arranged an excellent event! Congratulations
· This was an exceptional event, the speakers were wonderful, the organization impeccable. If
you ask me too I would do it all again next weekend
·
Thank you for an excellent meeting – logistics were flawless. Thank you for accommodating
my requests
Really WELL DONE to you!
Kind Regards,
signature
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